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Course: Introducion to Linguistics

Course ID Course status Semester ECTS credits Lessons (Lessons+Exer
cises+Laboratory)

9996 Mandatory 1 5 2+2+0

Programs SERBIAN LANGUAGE AND SOUTH SLAVIC LITERATURE

Prerequisites /

Aims Mastering the basic terms of the science of language, getting to know its subject, disciplines and
object of research - language, its functions, nature, properties and structure. Getting to know
language classifications, language universals, language units and the sciences dealing with them.

Learning outcomes After passing this exam, the student will be able to: 1. defines linguistics, its object, subject, research
goals and linguistic disciplines 2. explain what language is, its nature, properties and functions 3.
interpret the origin and development of language and writing, as well as the concept of standard
language and norms 4. classifies the languages of the world into different groups based on
genealogical and morphological criteria 5. identifies and categorizes linguistic universals 6. interprets
language as a system of signs and recognizes the elements of language structure 7. lists the types of
voices, accents and voice alternations in the languages of the world

Lecturer / Teaching
assistant

prof. dr Rajka Glušica, mr Nevena Tomić-Brkuljan

Methodology Lectures, exercises, tests, consultations, debates

Plan and program of
work

Preparing week Preparation and registration of the semester

I week lectures Getting to know the subject, sharing information and agreeing on the way of working

I week exercises Getting to know the subject, sharing information and agreeing on the way of working

II week lectures Linguistics, object, subject and linguistic disciplines

II week exercises  Analysis of different definitions of linguistics and subjects of study of linguistic disciplines

III week lectures Language, its nature, properties, functions and structure

III week exercises Recognizing the functions, properties, nature and structure of language using examples

IV week lectures Language and thought, language and speech

IV week exercises Getting to know the theories about the relationship between language and speech and language and
thinking

V week lectures Origin and development of language; the origin and development of the alphabet

V week exercises Theories about the origin of language, presentation of types of letters

VI week lectures Languages in the world and their division; genealogical and morphological classification of languages

VI week exercises Languages of the world on the map

VII week lectures Linguistic universals. Standard language.

VII week exercises Test I

VIII week lectures Linguistic sign, language as a system of signs, Saussures theory of the linguistic sign

VIII week exercises Presentation of the theory of language as a sign with examples

IX week lectures Phonetics/phonology, sounds and their division, phoneme/allophone

IX week exercises Definition of phonetics and phonology, division of sounds, determination of phonemes and allophones

X week lectures Voice alternations; prosody

X week exercises Recognition of voice changes in examples

XI week lectures Morphology, morpheme and allomorph, word types and grammatical categories

XI week exercises Recognition of word types and grammatical categories in the text, noticing the difference between
morphemes and allomorphs

XII week lectures Lexicology and its disciplines, lexeme, lexicon and its division.

XII week exercises Test II
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XIII week lectures Syntagma syntax and sentence syntax

XIII week exercises Recognizing types of syntagma using examples, determining the function of words and sentences by
composition and content

XIV week lectures Text syntax or discourse analysis

XIV week exercises Analysis of selected discourses

XV week lectures Pragmatics

XV week exercises Getting to know the theory of speech acts

Student workload Weekly: 4 credits x 40/30 = 5 hours and 20 minutes Structure: 1 hour and 30 minutes of lectures, 45
minutes of exercises, 3 hours and 5 minutes of independent work, including constellations In the
semester: Classes and final exam (5 hours and 20 minutes) x 16 = 85 hours and 20 minutes
Necessary preparation before the beginning of the semester (administration, registration,
certification): 2 x (5 hours and 20 minutes) = 10 hours and 40 minutes Total workload for the course:
4 x 30 = 120 hours Supplementary work for exam preparation in the remedial exam period, Load
structure: 85 hours and 20 minutes (teaching) + 10 hours and 40 minutes (preparation) + 24 hours
(additional work)

Per week Per semester

5 credits x 40/30=6 hours and 40 minuts 
2 sat(a) theoretical classes
0 sat(a) practical classes
2 excercises
2 hour(s) i 40 minuts 
of independent work, including consultations

Classes and final exam:
6 hour(s) i 40 minuts x 16 =106 hour(s) i 40 minuts 
Necessary preparation before the beginning of the semester
(administration, registration, certification):
 6 hour(s) i 40 minuts x 2 =13 hour(s) i 20 minuts 
Total workload for the subject:
5 x 30=150 hour(s)
Additional work for exam preparation in the preparing exam period,
including taking the remedial exam from 0 to 30 hours (remaining time from
the first two items to the total load for the item)
30 hour(s) i 0 minuts 
Workload structure: 106 hour(s) i 40 minuts (cources), 13 hour(s) i 20
minuts (preparation), 30 hour(s) i 0 minuts (additional work)

Student obligations Students are required to attend classes, participate in debates and take two
tests.

Consultations by agreement with the students

Literature Rajka Glušica, Uvod u lingvistiku, Filološki fakultet, Nikšić, skripta 2009;
Ranko Bugarski, Uvod u opštu lingvistiku, Beograd, 1991; Zrinjka Glovacki-
Bernardi, August Kovačec i dr.; Uvod u lingvistiku, Školska knjiga, Zagreb,
2007; Milivoje Minović, Uvod u nauku o jeziku, Sarajevo 1989; Dubravko
Škiljan, Pogled u lingvistiku, Zagreb, 1985; Midhat Riđanović, Jezik i njegova
struktura, Svjetlost Sarajevo 1985; Dejvid Kristal, Kembrička enciklopedija
jezika, Beograd 1995; Rikard Simeon, Enciklopedijski rečnik lingvističkih
naziva, Zagreb 1969.

Examination methods Two tests with 23 points Highlighting during class 4 points Final exam 50
points

Special remarks /

Comment /

Grade: F E D C B A

Number
of points

less than 50
points

greater than or
equal to 50 points
and less than 60
points

greater than or
equal to 60 points
and less than 70
points

greater than or
equal to 70 points
and less than 80
points

greater than or
equal to 80 points
and less than 90
points

greater than or
equal to 90 points
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